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VITROMOD® HIGH PERFORMANCE QUENCH

Tempering systems for flat glass - Energy costs reduced by another 10 %

Profitability – a critical view on the energy costs

The consumption of electrical energy is for thermal tempering systems from the economic side much more

important than the costs of the investment, because the energy costs during the life time are many times

more than the investment costs.

The higher investment for a energy saving tempering system pays off very fast. For a responsible carry out of

an investment always the total costs during the lifetime of the system have to be considered. That will show

the tremendous importance of the energy factor.
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(Key data :Tempering system with max. load area of 10 m2, Load here 65%,floatglass, clear. Production time 22 h per day, 250 days per

year, Energy price 0,12 € / kWh, all values approx.)

Because of this large importance of the low energy consumption of especially these tempering machines the

ERDMANN ENTERPRISES DEUTSCHLAND GMBH made another big step in the development of the tried

and tested VITROMOD
®

tempering system, which is already well known in the market for its low energy

consumption. This very low energy consumption could be reduced once again significantly.

The result of this development are the new tempering systems of the series

VITROMOD
®

HIGH PERFORMANCE QUENCH.
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VITROMOD® HIGH PERFORMANCE QUENCH

Optimization of Quench- and Cooling section

The power demand of thermic tempering systems can be roughly divided into one part for the heating-up of

the glass and the other part for the tempering and the cooling of the glass.

The energy demand for heating-up can’t be modified, because the physical properties of the glass do not

allow this. Only the heat loss of the furnace chamber can be minimized. This has been done by EED already

in the past.

ERDMANN ENTERPRISES has an excellent knowledge regarding the physical processes inside the glass

during the heating and tempering process. With this knowledge the complete quench and cooling process

could be optimized.

The new VITROMOD
®

HIGH PERFORMANCE QUENCH tempering systems

stand out due to the following improvements:

- separated blowers for the quench process and cooling process

- sophisticated operating mode for the quench-process

- optimized design and finishing of the air ducts and nozzles

- recovery of the rotation energy of the blowers by using special steplessly variable frequency inverters

- usage of most modern drives and frequency inverters with highest efficiency factors

The low energy consumption of the EED-systems is based on modifications and improvements due to the

quench and cooling process as follows:

- the air for cooling is used more specific and targeted

- the cooling air is transported to the glass surface with less leakage

- parts of the electric energy can be recaptured

- the benefit out of the electric energy is much higher than reached with other technical realizations

With these advantages the VITROMOD
®

HIGH PERFORMANCE QUENCH pays back itself even faster.

The exact consumption values depend of course on an optimal handling of the system. The operating

personnel should be skilled in a corresponding accuracy and discipline behavior.

The team of ERDMANN ENTERPRISES is prepared, to teach the operating personnel of the customer with

the necessary know-how.

The VITROMOD
®

HIGH PERFORMANCE QUENCH system, i.e. the type with a max. loading area of

2,6 m x 4,9 m, reaches the following typical energy consumption figures:

Glass thickness 4 mm: 2,7 kWh/m²

Glass thickness 6 mm: 3,6 kWh/m²

The values are based on a load of 65% with float glass of the following content (shares in promille): Al2O3: 77,15; MgO: 96,62; CaO:

263,34; Na2O: 332,84. The consumption of systems with different loads can slightly differ.

For additional information use: Phone: +49 2102 100 59-0

Email: info@erdmann-enterprises.com


